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How do security 
experts improve 
their systems?

Account hijacking threat model
“We are concerned with protecting access to email accounts on 

our service so that only a valid user may access an account.

We want to prevent accounts from being hijacked by third 

parties, who may use the accounts to send spam, or steal 

private information from within them.

We assume an attacker that may either guess passwords or 

receive lists of valid passwords from other compromised sites.

We also assume that attackers may be well resourced, possibly 

having large amounts of computational and network resources 

to attack us with.” 
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How do security 
experts improve 
their systems?

Implement mechanisms

Ongoing, not one time only

Technical and organizational approaches

Measure, iterate, improve

Defense in depth

Implement and test against the model

Two-Factor authentication

Source address and locality checks

Account locking
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Build a durability threat model

Ask:

Who is the attacker?

What are their capabilities?

What are they trying to do to us?



Example answers:

The adversary is failure and decay

They can make our drives and servers fail

Destroy enough hardware to lose data

How do durability 
experts improve 
their systems?
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Hardware failure durability 
threat model

How do durability 
experts improve 
their systems?

“We must protect the data we store against a fleet of 

components that, despite all of our best efforts, will fail at 

a low rate.

We must provide our customers with a design for 11 9s 

of durability.

We assume an adversary (a.k.a. failure, or decay) that may 

fail arbitrary drives or servers, that may accelerate that failure 

rate unexpectedly because of hardware defects or 

environmental conditions, and that may pathologically 

correlate failures across devices.” 



How do durability 
experts improve 
their systems?

Build a threat model

Ask:

Who is the attacker?

What are their capabilities?

What are they trying to do to us?

Implement mechanisms

Ongoing, not one time only

Technical and organizational approaches

Measure, iterate, improve

Defense in depth

Implement and test against the model

Data redundancy as a buffer

Aggressive failure detection

Scalable repair
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Inside S3’s 
culture of durability

Understanding the 
common threats

Facility failure

Hardware failure

Data corruption

Bugs

Operator error

Deployment practices



“We must protect customer data we store against the 

unexpected loss of an entire facility.

We must provide this level of durability even in the face of the 

regular, component-level failures that our 11 9s durability 

model is designed for.

We assume that any single facility may fail at any time and 

that we must still protect the durability of customer data that 

is stored within it.”

Facility failure
threat model



Facility failure 
Durability mechanisms

Facility Isolation

Facility Aware Data Placement



Hardware failure 
threat model

“We must protect the data we store against a fleet of 

components that, despite all of our best efforts, will fail at 

a low rate.

We must provide our customers with a design for 11 9s 

of durability.

We assume an adversary (a.k.a. failure, or decay) that may fail 

arbitrary drives or servers, that may accelerate that failure rate 

unexpectedly because of hardware defects or environmental 

conditions, and that may pathologically correlate failures 

across devices.”



Hardware failure 
durability mechanisms

Re-replication (“repair”)

Measure repair rates and 
failure rates

“Eleven 9s” is a function 
of these rates



Time to repair

Actual failure rate

Repair 
fleet
scaling

Failure 
detectors

Durability 
Model



Hardware failure 
durability mechanisms

Re-replication (“repair”)

Measure repair rates and 
failure rates

“Eleven 9s” is a function 
of these rates

Track the worst case

Auditors, Measurements, and 
Monitors



Data corruption 
threat model

“We must protect customer data against component-level 

faults and concurrency bugs that silently corrupt data by 

flipping bits.

We assume an adversary (e.g., bad networking gear, a bad 

drive, or a software bug) that may corrupt (i.e. flip) arbitrary 

bits in a payload, that may corrupt data in transit or at rest, 

and that may accelerate that corruption rate unexpectedly 

because of bad hardware or environmental conditions.”



Data corruption, 
common myths

“TCP checksums protect data”

“CPUs don’t lie”

“Data corruption is a hardware problem”

”Corruption is always a single bit flip”



Data corruption 
durability mechanisms

Extensive integrity checking

Involve multiple servers

Fixity checks

Monitor, measure, automate



Bugs 
threat model

“We must prevent incorrect software designs from 

reaching production.

We must prevent implementation bugs from harming 

customer data.

We assume an adversary (e.g., an internal team of builders) 

that may produce subtly incorrect designs that can weaken 

our durability posture, and that may produce bugs even with 

correct designs.”



Design bug 
durability mechanisms

Write a specification

Simple, formal, precise

Declare invariants

Model checker runs through 
your specification

TLA+/PlusCal

P

Etc.



Bugs, example PlusCal

---- MODULE Clock ----

EXTENDS Naturals, TLC

(* --algorithm advance

variables time = 0, delta \in 1..24;

begin

Advance:

if time + delta > 12 then

A: time := time + delta - 12;

else

B: time := time + delta;

end if;

end algorithm *)

ClockInvariant == time <= 12

====



Software bug 
durability mechanisms

Testing

Zonal deployments (or smaller)



Deployment practices 
threat model

“We must protect against incorrect behavior caused by 

co-existence of multiple versions of software.

We assume an adversary that may introduce a server running 

any prior version of software, and that can roll your software 

back to any prior version.”



Deployment practices

Components communicate

Protocols and serialization 
formats evolve



Deployment practices 
durability mechanisms

Protocol Versioning

Read/write deployments

Rollback testing



Operator error 
threat model

“Humans make mistakes, we must ensure that our operators are 

not exposed to situations where mistakes can lead to data loss.

We assume an adversary (e.g., an operator) that may be using 

tools incorrectly.”



Operator error 
durability mechanisms

Automation, automation, automation

Principle of least privilege



Operator error 
durability mechanisms

Good tooling

Doesn’t require unnecessary input that can 
be inferred

Should perform safety/sanity checks and 
fail safely

Don’t avoid misuse; make misuse 
safe

Prioritize tool improvements



Inside S3’s 
culture of durability

Understanding the 
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Facility failure

Hardware failure

Data corruption
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Organizational 
best practices

Durability Reviews

Root Cause Analysis 
Reviews

Reviews



Organizational 
best practices

Durability Reviews

Actual Written Document

Interactive Working Meeting

Review with experienced team members

Learning opportunity for junior team  

members



Organizational 
best practices

Root Cause Analysis Reviews

Common Elsewhere: Aviation

Identify root cause, prioritize 

improvements

Non-judgmental



Organizational 
best practices

Root Cause Analysis

Detailed

What happened?  

How could it have been handled better?
Faster detection

Better tooling

Why did it happen?
The root cause

5 whys

What will we change?
Action items

Definitions, owners, dates



Organizational 
best practices

The 5 whys

Example bad “whys” 

(too broad, doesn’t go deep)

“Why was there a service disruption?”

“Because the service returned a high rate of 

errors to customers.”

“Why did recovery take so long?”

“Because the team didn’t shutdown all broken 

servers for 22 minutes.”

“Why did detection take so long?”

“Our monitoring was misconfigured.”



Organizational 
best practices

The 5 whys

Example good “whys” (goes deep)

“Why was there a service disruption?”

“Because the service returned a high rate of errors 

to customers.”

“Why did the service return a high error rate?”

“Because the clients were failing to connect to 

the servers.”

“Why were the clients failing connections?”

“Because the servers were garbage collecting heavily.”

“Why were the servers garbage 

collecting heavily?”

“Because they were consuming more than available heap.”

“Why were the servers consuming too 

much heap?”

“Because they aren’t properly tuned for the 

current workload.”



Organizational 
best practices

Guardrails

Example guardrails: 

Backup/Restore

Undo Buffers

Log-only Deployments

Zonal Deployments
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Applying these 
approaches:

Durability thinking for 
S3 customers

What are you protecting?

What are your business’s 
durability concerns?

What is your threat model?

Let’s think about this 
through the eyes of a 
hypothetical customer



Durability threat model 
case study (1)

Threat: 

Client-side bugs and 
bad hardware can 
introduce corruption

“We want to protect uploaded images from 

corruption, but we don’t control all of the 

hardware and software on the mobile 

devices that customers use to upload 

images, and we don’t control the networks 

that they use to send them.”

Mechanisms:

Use https. TLS has a good 
integrity story

Use integrity headers: 
Content-MD5



Durability threat model 
case study (2)

Threat: 

Extremely unlikely chance of 
regional issue

“We don’t want to worry about our 

durability in a single region because 

this data set is so critical for our 

business (in a lot of senses, the data 

set is our business).”

Mechanisms:

Use S3’s Cross Region 
Replication



Durability threat model 
case study (3)

Threat: 

Accidental deletion of
high value data?

“We are worried about our own operators 

and developers. Just like S3, we never 

want to put them in a position where they 

might be at risk of causing significant data 

loss, especially through bulk deletion.”

Mechanisms:

Use Object Versioning

Use Multi-Factor Delete

Use Object Lock

CRR with owner override



Summary

Lessons from Security

Common Threats

Organizational Best Practices

Building your own threat models



Thank you!
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